Discover the benefits of
CareUnity® Digital
The latest innovation in digital telecare offering
ultimate flexibility, reliability, and connectivity

The Chubb CareUnity® Digital dispersed alarm unit is one of
the most technically advanced care alarms on the market,
supporting the latest 4G technology.
With more than 50 years’ experience in providing specialist
telecare solutions, Chubb is here to support service
providers in helping their customers make a smooth
transition from analogue to digital technology.

4G Technology

Multiple
Communication
Pathways

Backwards
Compatible

Future-Proof

Designed to encourage independent living, CareUnity® Digital
sets new standards for technology-enabled care, ensuring
the home environment is monitored 24 hours a day.
When the panic button is triggered, the care alarm unit will
instantly dial the emergency contact or control centre to
notify them that assistance is needed, providing invaluable
reassurance to the individual and their family.

Features

Benefits

•

Small, sleek, modern design

•

Future-proof – designed with the latest technology

•

Crystal clear 2-way audio

•

•

Supports multiple networks

Backwards compatible – with our extensive range of
telecare devices

•

“Person down” facility

•

•

Enhanced reminders and SMS text message reporting

Multiple communication pathways – includes PTSN/
GSM telecom interfaces, ethernet connection, 4G, 3G
and 2G cellular and broadband

•

24 hour+ battery backup

•

•

High-performance pendant

Remote configuration – easily configured via our
web-based portal

•

Extended warranty – we offer a two-year warranty on
all care alarm units and pendants

•

Flexible buying and rental options – to help you
control costs

•

Reliable support – our dedicated careline will support
you pre, during and post install

•

Speedy delivery – our UK-based distribution centre
promises delivery within 24 hours

CareUnity® Product Range
The alarm unit also supports a variety of other wireless sensor devices including; pendant
and fall triggers, bed and chair sensors, door keypads and many more.

High-Performance Pendant

Bogus Caller Button

Fire Alarm

Lightweight personal alarm trigger
can be worn around the neck.

Next to the front door or bedside
allows the user to raise the alarm.

Automatically sends an emergency
alarm signal to the monitoring centre.

Wrist-Worn Fall Detector

Flood Alarm

Ramblegard® Floorgard

A discreet way of wearing a fall sensor.
Includes an integrated alarm button.

Acts as an early warning to reduce
the risk of flooding.

This wireless floormat will trigger an
alarm when the user steps onto the mat.

Ramblegard® Seatgard

Ramblegard® Bedgard

Wireless for use on top of or under a
cushion, it will trigger an alert when
pressure is released.

This wireless pad will send out an
alert if the user attempts to sit up or
get out of bed.

Ramblegard® Wireless
Under Mattress
Placed under the mattress, the wireless
pad will send out an alert if the user
attempts to sit up or get out of bed.

Discover the benefits of using CareUnity® Digital
Get in touch today to learn more
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Call 0870 241 6168
www.careunitydigital.co.uk
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